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Swintt and Gamblorium unite their
skills and experience

The year 2022 is rich in new collaborations and we are proud to announce a union
of two industry giants – Swintt and Gamblorium. With its help, more players at
Swedish casinos will find out about this modern and promising software developer
and find an independent source of information on everything related to gambling.
Swintt is considered a new star of the industry that aims to become one of the best
iGaming suppliers in the world. It has more than 70 employees internationally, is
based in sunny Malta, and holds the MGA and SGA licences. The key activities of
the company are SwinttLive, SwinttGamify, and online slots. A premium live dealer
selection can boast top-notch games like roulette, baccarat, and tiger baccarat.
SwinttGamify offers turn-key solutions for tournaments, promotions, and progress
updates. And you have surely heard of their slots: Viking Honour XtraWild™, Aloha
Spirit XtraLock™, Golden Reindeer, and many others.
Gamblorium already has a solid reputation among Swedish and international
players thanks to clear and unbiased information, good-looking design, and a
professional team. On the website, players can find game and online casino
reviews, rules, industry news, and much more. Gamblorium also provides gambling

tips and explains how to avoid compulsive gambling. In addition, you can find the
best promotions and contact their managers to get the timely assistance.
From this moment, Gamblorium readers will be among the first to learn about
Swintt launches, news, and exclusive features. And some of the games can be
played in a demo mode absolutely for free and without registration.
Dejan Bogdanovic, Gamblorium Regional Manager: We always strive to make
online gambling secure and exciting. And are happy that such experts as Swintt
share our vision. The future surely withholds lots of positive changes, so stay
tuned!
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About Swintt
Swintt is the rapidly growing game provider focused on delivering proven, specialist
content to help operators grow in their chosen markets. Armed with a diverse slot
portfolio, localised games popular in key markets, a top-quality live dealer product
and powerful gamification tools, Swintt's expanding range of products cater for
player tastes, market trends and enable growth opportunities for online casino
operator.
For more information about Swintt visit: www.swintt.com

